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Projected Cash Flow Many profitable companies go bankrupt because of cash flow deficiencies. Eisenhower,"
says Berry. This is your pro forma profit and loss statement, detailing forecasts for your business for the
coming three years. Berry says that it's typical to start in one place and jump back and forth. Finance How to
Write the Financial Section of a Business Plan An outline of your company's growth strategy is essential to a
business plan, but it just isn't complete without the numbers to back it up. We also set up the break-even and
make sure it can be achieved within the year one. You don't want to be surprised that you only collect 80
percent of your invoices in the first 30 days when you are counting on percent to pay your expenses, she says.
The financial section of a business plan is one of the most essential components of the plan, as you will need it
if you have any hope of winning over investors or obtaining a bank loan. Create an expenses budget.
Breakeven analysis. Even the depreciation is factored in! But if you break the guess into component guesses
and look at each one individually, it somehow feels better," Berry says. For example, what you see in the
cash-flow plan might mean going back to change estimates for sales and expenses. Realize that the financial
section is not the same as accounting. And you most likely won't present it in the final document in the same
sequence you compile the figures and documents. Our business would be able to cover the debt service,
including repayment of interest and principal, 1. This is the most plausible scenario. The source to repay the
loan will be the cash flow generated from operations. The following table is the projected balance sheet for
three financial years. The following tables show the projected profit and loss for three financial years. The
following sections outline important financial information. In term of sufficient cash reserves management, a
possible line of credit LOC with our bank could be used in slow sales periods. But accounting looks back in
time, starting today and taking a historical view. Develop a cash-flow statement. Business Ratios The ratios,
overall, show a plan for a balanced, healthy growth. You base this partly on your sales forecasts, balance sheet
items, and other assumptions. They are going to want to see numbers that say your business will grow--and
quickly--and that there is an exit strategy for them on the horizon, during which they can make a profit.
Software programs also let you use some of your projections in the financial section to create pie charts or bar
graphs that you can use elsewhere in your business plan to highlight your financials, your sales history, or
your projected income over three years. Projections for further periods are not considered relevant at this time.


